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Letter from the Editor - Bob Fernee
As I write this there is a hint of optimism in the air. Three
vaccines, two American and one British, could soon be
approved for use and the terrible Coronavirus might be
beaten and come to an end. We can but hope. Of course,
it will take a while before the billions of people worldwide
will be inoculated, but perhaps by spring things will be
somewhat normal again.
Normal used to sound staid and boring, but now it seems
like absolute bliss. Please come back Mr. Normal, all is
forgiven.
This morning I ran in the annual Hog Jog 5k at Ronnie Van
Zant park. I think there were 77 finishers, there is usually
200 more than that. Still, it was a fine event and everyone
I spoke to remarked how nice it was to attend a race again
– no matter what size. “I’m just glad to be here and to still
be running,” many remarked. Perhaps they were thinking
of the many people who have lost everything to Covid-19.
With Thanksgiving on the horizon, this time there really
was a lot to be thankful for.
I returned home proudly holding a plaque that said, Age
Group Winner. I was discrete about it. Then, at the dinner
table, the wife enquired: “How many people were in your
age group?” Oh, no. I had to admit that I was the only
one, the solo fellow in my new 70 to 74 bracket. I quickly
commented, “In the hotly contested 65 to 69 age group I
would have still finished third.” She said she would hang it
in the bathroom. A good place for such a hollow victory, I
suppose.
Organizing races these days is not easy and our annual
cross-country classic, The Last Gasp proves my point.
Since 1977 the race has been very successfully carried
out on the campus of Jacksonville University. Thanks to
Covid-19, JU was skittish about having us around and
said, see you next year. We felt we had a winner when just
up the road we got the all-clear to use the Blue Cypress
Park. Before we could even say, “it’s back on!” it was
back off. The City of Jacksonville did not want a couple of
hundred people in rubber-soled shoes running around on
their grass because, “we plan to reopen it as a golf course
one day.” Hmmm …
A new plan had to go into action, and we came up with
one – the New World Sports Complex. Ever been there?
It’s great; in fact, it is a runner’s nirvana. This is the sort of
place we always wanted but could never find. The grounds
are massive, acres on top of acres, and it is all wonderful
running. Most importantly, the ownership is very, very
welcoming to runners and races. It can accommodate any
kind of event; high school races of all sizes have taken
place there. Soon, collegiate events will take place at New

World and after that, professional cross-country races will
be contested over the verdant grass and wide-open fields.
The place must be seen to be believed. It even has a
restaurant and bar!
Mark your calendars for a great event, The Last Gasp
cross-country 5k, Sunday, December 27, at 2 P.M. You can
enter now for only ten dollars at JTCRunning.com There
will also be a free kids’ fun run at 1:30.
Continuing our cross-country countdown, Sean
McCormack has written a delightful piece on the subject
complete with some personal remembrances. All of Sean’s
writings are marvels and this one is no exception.
Jay Birmingham keeps the history flowing with a story
of one of our longtime members, John Thrush. John is a
River Run “Streaker” and because of his hard work and
dedication to our event he is also a member of the River
Run Hall of Fame. Even if you don’t know him, I know you
will enjoy reading all about him.
As I mentioned, the venue for this year’s cross-country
classic, The Last Gasp, is the beautiful New World Sports
Complex. No one knows it better than our own Richard
Fannin and he has written a highly informative piece all
about it. You will want to read it in this issue.
Like everything, running, and especially racing, has taken
it on the chin due to Covid-19. I did an interview with race
director, board member, Doug Alred, and he informs us
what is happening.
Our Gate River Run will take place in 2021! The date is
March 20, and the field is limited to 8,000 participants.
Wonder why the club has not offered a free entry to the
few “Streakers” that remain. They have been paying for
this race for over 40 years. It would seem a nice gesture.
JTC Running has been busy making our city a better place
in which to live. Our support, both financial and otherwise,
to the Emerald Trail continues and on November 21st
we organized the first 5k run along the much-anticipated
urban trail. This is expected to be an annual event and
since the trail will become longer and longer more options
will eventually be available.
We also got behind the Eco-counter, a device that one
day will allow Jacksonville to acquire increased funding
for pedestrian and cycling opportunities. At Jacksonville
Beach we built two water fountains where thirsty fitness
buffs can rehydrate. Nice work, JTC Running!
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President's Letter - Larry Roberts
Greetings!
We have lots of race news this issue! First, we had a

Run will return on January 30, 2021, as a 5-mile race

great day November 21 with JTC Running’s inaugural

only but still a Grand Prix event. We can not have the

of the VyStar Emerald Trail 5k Bike/Run/Walk. The

ten miler this year because of pier construction.

first Club event to offer cycling participation drew 70
bikes out of almost 500 total signups. The bikes started
first from the Duval County Courthouse, with runners
and walkers following. The route included a good part
of the Emerald Trail LaVilla Loop and the southern
S-line section, ending at Andrew Robinson Elementary
School. Open-air trolleys brought finishers back to
the courthouse lawn. The Club covered all

And I am thrilled to report that the Gate River Run will
be held on March 20, 2021! The JTC Running Board of
Directors has worked closely with Race Director Doug
Alred on the form of the Club’s biggest race given the
impact of COVID on large running events nationwide.
Registration is open now, and do not wait to enter as it
will be capped at 8000 runners. Registration is also
open for the Gate River Run Training Class,

expenses for the race so that 100%

which will kick off at 1st Place Sports

of entry fees went to Groundwork

Baymeadows on January 12, 2021.

Jacksonville for the Emerald Trail.

On November 13, the Club held a

Construction of the LaVilla link

dedication of the water fountains

will start soon. With a $50,000

donated to the City of Jacksonville

donation from JTC Running,

Beach. Mayor Charlie Latham,

design of the S-line connector will

Mayor-elect Chris Hoffman and

commence soon as well.

several City Council members thanked

The Club’s Guana Trails Races has

Club Vice-president Larry Sassa for the

sold out for its December 6 running, as

Club’s donation. Sassa and Colleen Clarson

usual! We will miss having the post-race
celebration at The Reef this year due to COVID, but we
will be back next year! Our other traditional December
race has a new location this year, also due to COVID.
The 44th Last Gasp will be run at the New World
Sports Complex at Cecil Field on Sunday, December
27 at 2 pm. Registration is open now at JTCRunning.
com. Parking will be free and member pricing is just
$10 through December 12, and $15 from December
13 through December 25. In line with COVID protocols
for all races at this time, there will not be day of race
registration or a Social this year. The awards will be
available at the JTC Running tent after the race. I want
to thank all last year’s entrants who replied to my email
about options for this year’s race. Your feedback drove
the decision to hold the race despite the traditional
course and Social not being feasible.
I am happy to report that the Go Green Winter Beach

worked this project from just an idea some years
back to complete installation. One fountain is near the
pavilion and a second one is situated at Oceanfront
Park.
And we had another donation dedication in November!
On the 17th the first Eco-counter to be installed in
Northeast Florida was officially received by the City of
Jacksonville and Downtown Vision at Corkscrew Park
on the Northbank River Walk downtown. The Ecocounter displays a continuous count of runners, walkers,
and cyclists passing a point on an urban path. The
attractive obelisk serves as a selfie magnet and the data
is uploaded 24/7 to software that enables analysis of
path use. The City is acquiring additional portable units
running the same software to study the before and after
impact of bike/ped infrastructure investment
around town.
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Inaugural Emerald Trail 5K Was a Huge Success

The Inaugural VyStar Emerald Trail 5K on November

coordinating the ride which was a nice addition. Thank

21, drew more than 450 participants—including nearly

you also to VyStar Credit Union for their significant

100 on bicycles—to downtown for a glimpse of what will

support of the Emerald Trail and to Amanda Crawford

become a portion of the 30-mile Emerald Trail.

and Gene Moore of VyStar for their help in planning, as
well as for providing the very popular race bags.

JTC Running paid all the expenses for the event
so that 100% of the proceeds support Groundwork

We have received rave reviews about the event and

Jacksonville, the City of Jacksonville’s nonprofit partner

look forward to this becoming an annual event to

in building the Emerald Trail and restoring McCoys

showcase various links of the Emerald Trail. Likewise,

Creek and Hogans Creek.

VyStar has expressed an interest in making this a race
series.

It was a perfect running day with light rains holding
off until the very end. The event was staged on the

We will be announcing the final fundraising total soon

expansive lawn of the Duval County Courthouse with

and hopefully, the date for 2021 as well.

cyclists, runners and walkers going off in waves to

Thank you and congratulations to our
JTC Running members (Paul Smith, Jack
Owens, and Bruce Zewicke) who supported
this historic event.

provide social distancing. The route took the entrants
along the northern section of the LaVilla Link then along
the S-Line Connector, finishing at Andrew Robinson
Elementary School. Open air shuttles were available to
bring people back to the courthouse.
Awards were given to top female and male finishers
in various age groups, and every finisher received a
custom race medal. Congratulations to JTC members
and top female finishers, 17-year-old Kathryn Saunders
with a time of 19:59, and Board Member Christy Astorga
with a time of 21:03. Kevin Curran, 37, was the first
male finisher with a time of 18:15. Visit 1stplacesports.
com for a complete list of top finishers overall and by
age group.
Special thanks to Doug Alred and his team at 1st
Place Sports for directing the race and to our friends at
North Florida Bicycle Club and Lakeshore Bicycles for
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JTCR Dedicates Jacksonville's First Eco-Counter at Corkscrew Park
valuable data that can help guide active infrastructure
investments Downtown while also promoting and
inspiring the community to take advantage of our
2.8 miles (and growing!) of Riverwalk promenade.”
Daryl Joseph, COJ Director of Parks, Recreation and
Community Services says that having reliable data
showing foot traffic is valuable as the City and its
partners seek outside grants to improve facilities.
Additional trackers are planned for the urban core and
information collected will help in future recreational
and transit planning. The city has bought six temporary
counters that are more simple, without the display board,
that will collect data to compare usage before and after
bicycle-pedestrian improvement projects, said Karissa
Moffett, the City’s bicycle-pedestrian coordinator.
Moffett said work along Hogan Street downtown will be
one the first areas the counters will be used, followed
by spots the city has picked to create narrowing road
diets or complete streets designed to be used safely
We could not have asked for better weather for the
dedication of Jacksonville’s first Eco-counter on
November 17. More than 30 people including JTCR
members, representatives from Downtown Vision, the

by pedestrians, cyclists, cars and transit. The goal is to
ensure investments are moving the City toward its goal
of increasing walking and bicycling trips by
10% by 2030.

City of Jacksonville (COJ), Downtown Investment
Authority (DIA) and media were on hand for the
dedication of the pedestrian/bicycle tracker at Corkscrew
Park along the Northbank Riverwalk under the Acosta
Bridge.
The Eco-counter was made possible by a $31,550
donation from JTC Running, working in partnership with
various COJ departments and agencies. The sleek 7.5foot Eco-counter kiosk with its LED display, tracks daily
and year-to-date pedestrian and bicycle use. As of the
event day, nearly 14,000 pedestrians and runners, and
2,500 cyclists have traversed the Corkscrew, on their
journey along the Riverwalk to and from Riverside since
it was installed in late October.
According to Lori Boyer, CEO of Downtown Investment
Authority, “The Eco-counter is a great tool for collecting
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JTCR Dedicates Jacksonville's First Eco-Counter at Corkscrew Park

“
Thank you to JTCR for spearheading the first permanent counter in
Jacksonville—this is the first of many to help us reach our goal of
becoming a bicycle and pedestrian friendly community.”
- Moffett

Photo: Cyclists, runners and walkers demonstrate how the Eco-counter tracks activity daily and cumulatively during
the year.
Cyclists: Members of Black Girls Do Bike Major Taylor Cycling Club and North Florida Bicycle Club
Runners: Ty and Diana Payne, Errol Daniels and his son, and Angela Harris from JTC Running
Walkers: Lori Boyer, DIA CEO; Larry Roberts, Board President JTCR
Speakers: Eric Miller, Vice President of District Services for Downtown Vision Lori Boyer, CEO DIA, Daryl Joseph,
COJ Director of Parks, Recreation and Community Services, Larry Roberts, Board President, JTCR, Karissa Moffett,
COJ Bicycle and Pedestrian Coordinator
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Track and Field Meets - Determining the Future
We are JTCRunning, our brand name. The JTC part is

Eric Frank’s direction. He did everything, the same as it

short for Jacksonville Track Club and although many of

ever was, from recruiting volunteers (usually his students

our events are classified as long distance running, “track”

and fellow coaches), promotion, organization, hiring the

is part of our name and we intend for the legend of Track

timers, and publishing results. Our people would sit under

and Field to continue with our club.

the JTCRunning tent in the middle of the infield, awarding

That word “legend” is personified by Lamar Strother, one
of the original members of the Jacksonville Track Club
and a member of the board of directors seemingly forever

medals and ribbons to athletes, while Eric would be all
over the track and field with the microphone, keeping
things going. It was good.

until he retired a few years ago. For the longest time, for

But like they say, all good things come to an end, and so it

decades, Lamar Strother was the director of our Track and

is with Eric Frank and our track meets. Eric’s life has filled

Field meets. The man was T&F for JTC and JTCR – he

over the brim, getting a new, important job as the Athletic

did it all. He called dozens of volunteers for each of

Director at Ponte Vedra High School. It’s a busy job.

the four or five meets we would stage each

Plus, he and his wife have a new baby, added

year. He decided on the order of events.

to their previous young child, plus an older

He recruited meet officials. He kept

child, plus other stuff and so on and so

all the stuff at his house, the stuff it

on. He just can’t do it all and he finds he

takes to put on a meet, to put on

must relinquish some of his duties and

meet after meet after meet. He

being the director of the JTCR Track

would refine the results and publish

Meets is one of those duties. We will

them. Hours and hours, year after

miss him terribly.

year – Lamar Strother directed our

We have organized a new committee to

track meets.

chart the way forward for our JTCR T&F

But like they say, all good things come

meets. Eric is available to consult with us. He

to an end, and so it was with Lamar and our

has suggested areas where we might want to go to

track meets. He told us that it was time to find a different

seek a new director. We are confident that we will be able

director for the meets. He wanted to retire. We, the board

to find another capable director who will guide our meets

of directors, took a deep breath, organized a committee,

to excellence. We are already working and we anticipate

and set to work to chart the way forward. We had

staging a full slate of track meets this summer. Our

meetings and made phone calls and asked local experts

thinking, and our hope, is that the scourge of Covid19 will

for advice and we got lucky. We were introduced to Eric

diminish as the year 2021 passes, what with the promise

Frank who was the T&F coach at Creekside High School.

of effective vaccines. We figure we can also use the

Eric was intrigued by the idea of staging our track meets.

lessons that others will learn as they stage track meets

We talked and negotiated and had meetings and reached

safely during the pandemic.

agreements and it came to pass that Eric Frank became
the director of our T&F Meets.

Keep watching for news about JTCRunning Track Meets
this summer, in the newsletter and on our website.

It’s been eight years of track meets that Eric has directed

Meanwhile, we encourage you to consider some practice.

for us. We got better and better at working together to put

Find a track and try some fast track running. It’s way

on outstanding track meets for the community. Free! We

different than long distance running so you’ll want to be

do not charge a fee for running in one of our meets if you

trained for our track meets in 2021. Good luck with it and

register in advance. Hundreds of athletes, local and from

we look forward to seeing you at a meet.

afar, have run (or thrown or jumped) at our meets under
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Tribute To My Old Running Pal
Jasmine was my walking-jogging companion for many years

tribute

She was faster than me
But we sure enjoyed those miles we shared on the trails
Sometimes she would sprint ahead chasing a squirrel
But would soon return to find me
Sometimes ahead, sometimes behind me
Four legs are better than two and she could run like a greyhound
Even though she was a black lab, border collie mix
We both looked forward to those runs on the trails
But as she got older the runs became walks
And got shorter and shorter
When she got sick, the vet said, “she is getting old”
And I said, “just save her”
Surgery did the trick, and we had her for two more years
Though she was not an overly affectionate girl
She needed me, and it’s nice to be needed
And I needed her
After 15 years of companionship it became obvious the time had come
And as I petted her face and said “goodbye”
I left her at the vet’s and wiped the tears from my eyes
I miss her still, and guess I always will
And as someone once penned,
“A dog really is man’s best friend”

Upcoming Events
JTC RUNNING’S CROSS-COUNTRY CLASSIC
THE LAST GASP 5K & FREE KID’S GASP 1-MILE
Sunday, December 27, 2 PM (1-Mile, 1:30)
At New World Sports Complex Golf Course
Enter at JTCRunning.com
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John Thrush, Lifetime Runner
John Thrush, Lifetime Runner, long-time
GRR volunteer, and Hall of Fame inductee.
Interviewed by Jay Birmingham
Age: 69		
Address: Bryceville, Florida
Jay Birmingham: When did you get your start in
running?
John Thrush: I started running in August of 1977.
I watched the 1976 Olympics and finally got motivated in
1977 to start running. Slow and short but got up to some
mileage towards end of year
JB: What were some of your early influences regarding
training and racing?
JT: I got a lot of information from Runner's World
magazine. As you know there was no internet yet.
JB: List a few of your PRs and when you ran them.

We had the surgery on August 14, 1991 which gave me
plenty of time to recover. I always kidded my dad that he

JT: My PR’s aren’t real fast but the one I’m most proud of

got the fast kidney, and I kept the slow one – it seemed

is my River Run 15,000 in 1982 which was a 52:56

after the surgery I wasn’t as fast or as motivated to go

JB: Name one or more “favorite” races and why.

hard. Sometimes, if it wasn’t for the streak I don’t know if

JT: Of course – River Run is my favorite. Next would
be the Steve Lynn Memorial Triathlon in Savannah, GA.
River Run because it’s local and I’ve done all of them;
Steve Lynn because it is the race I did that I qualified for
the Ironman in Hawaii.
JB: What is the longest race you have run to date?
JT: The longest run I have done is a 40-mile run in 1980 –
but in 1985 I did the Ironman Triathlon.

I would keep it up, but being hardheaded I will try to keep
going. The goal is to run longer than Pat Gaughan…
(LOL).
JB: You recently appeared in a photo with a sign
proclaiming 49,000 miles. When did you achieve that
total? Do you have a yearly or a lifetime mileage goal?
JT: I hit 49,000 on October 25. When I started I had no
thought of long-term distance goals. I had misplaced
some of my log books. When I found them, I decided

JB: What challenges have you faced over the four

to go through them and add the mileage up just to see.

decades-plus to keep your River Run streak alive?

Quite pleased with the amount. I know a lot of people

JT: Regular everyday aches and pains, but the hardest
was in 1991. I had been accepted to donate a kidney to

have done many more miles than I have – so it is only
a lot of miles to me.

my dad. I worked it out with doctors and hospitals to do it
in the middle of the year.
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John Thrush, Lifetime Runner
JB: Describe a typical training week in the summer.
JT: My training used to be a lot of miles a week – but now
it is just trying to go a few times a week. It used to be
very important to get the miles I thought I needed but just
keeping a small regular routine is enough.
JB: Describe your preparations for the River Run (weeks
of deliberate training for the race, mileage, long runs, etc.)
JT: Now I no longer do any special training for the River
Run – I basically do the run for fun these days and to
keep my streak going

JT: I need to thank my wife, Gail, for all the support she
has given me. We will be married for 50 years the 18th of
this month (November). I like to tell people it is because
of me, but we know it is because she is the Rock. A lot
of late suppers and missed vacations. But I cherish the
many good friends that running has sent my way. Runners
are the most honest people around. You are as fast as
you are and run what you can.
Editors note: John Thrush is not only a Gate River Run
“Streaker” who has run in every one of them, but he
is also a member of the River Run Hall of Fame. He

JB: Describe serious setbacks (injuries or other) that you

achieved that accolade by volunteering to help make the

have dealt with.

race happen for many years consecutively. Hard work

JT: No real injuries – I did break my foot once and
chipped a bone in my knee – while jumping out of an
airplane –other than that I have been very lucky.
JB: Share any specifics regarding nutrition, training,
special shoes, etc.

it was too, setting up and tearing down, and to top it off
he ran even harder in the race. How did he do it? Quite
simply, he is a tank.
I can remember the old days when he would show up
for nearly every race. We were often in the same age
group and our back-and-forth competition was constant.

JT: I wish the energy bars, jells and drinks would have

Sometimes he would beat me, sometimes I would

been around sooner. I think I could maybe have run

beat him. I was annoyed because he never looked like

faster in marathons and longer runs using those.

a distance runner. His bulldozer build didn’t hold him

JB: Additional comments about anything, running related

back though and he ran some good times and long

or not.

races – ultras, marathons, triathlons. He worked hard in
training and was tough in races. Just like the fellow who
interviewed him.

Upcoming Events
JTC RUNNING’S CROSS-COUNTRY CLASSIC
THE LAST GASP 5K & FREE KID’S GASP 1-MILE
Sunday, December 27, 2 PM (1-Mile, 1:30)
At New World Sports Complex Golf Course
Enter at JTCRunning.com
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Off the Beaten Path
you must be extremely strong to tackle the varied terrain
changes, and at the same time able to accelerate quickly
to compensate for the “shift” changes you need to make on
hills, sharp corners, and a number of challenging obstacles.
It truly is the ultimate measuring stick in fitness evaluation.
One year I participated in a cross-country race at UNF when
I was coaching in the mid-1980s. The day before, a tropical
storm came through Jacksonville and severely impacted the
5-mile course. We were jumping over downed trees, and at
one point had to cross a swollen stream that was more than
Well…as we turn the corner towards the holidays, it’s time to
contemplate the unique end of year duo of the Guana Trail
and The Last Gasp events. Ah!...cross country…the fuel
that drives true distance running. I mean…what isn’t there
to love about getting off the road to the bread and butter
of running. To me, there is nothing quite like the benefits
of cross country to inject some spice and change into the
mundane routines we can find ourselves clinging to.
So, what are these benefits? How about running on trails,
over hill and dale, being out in nature and enjoying the
ever-changing terrain? First, its good for the body to take a
break from the daily pounding of the asphalt and the even
worse concrete. Second, it’s therapy for the mind to alter
our routines and test ourselves in a completely different
environment. As a former Division I college cross-country
coach, I loved the challenges each week brought over a
variety of courses and terrains. They were all unique, and
such an amazing challenge. It was incredibly rewarding and
great fun to watch the team progress during the season.
One year, I had the distinct pleasure of hosting the women’s
conference championship in Statesboro, GA. It was a
memorable experience to get creative and design a course
that was accurate, challenging, and at the same time had a
few twists that made it memorable for all the participants. I
fondly remember the last 300 meters were on the warning
track of the varsity baseball stadium which created a fun
and very viewable finish for all.
If you are tracking your performances, you most certainly
would understand that cross country is truly the ultimate
test of strength, speed and fitness. To achieve success,
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waist deep! It was quite the adventure, and when I finished,
I was covered in mud from head to toe. And yes, it was a
blast!
Probably my fondest cross-country memory was when I ran
in an open race on a horse farm in Quitman, Georgia. The
race was attached to a college meet while I was coaching.
My event followed the varsity races, and my team was
there to cheer me on through a 5k course that wound its
way through these amazing pastures. With less than a
mile to go, I was sailing along this dirt road and to my right
I was running alongside the perimeter of a paddock fence.
Suddenly, a pack of regal horses started running with me
along the fence. It was so cool!!! It was as if they were
pacing me and urging me onward faster. I was certainly
experiencing a runner’s high and as we approached
a corner where the paddock fence came to an end, I
felt saddened that these magnificent animals could not
accompany me to the finish line. However…things became
even more memorable…CRASH!...the horses did not stop
running. Down came the fence and the attached picture
taken by one of my runners on the team tells the story.
Indeed, I had an escort to the finish! Without a doubt, my
favorite running picture.
Now…I am not saying you will have the same experience
running our Guana Trail Races or The Last Gasp, (maybe
gators instead!) but it always promises to be a lot of fun and
a memorable experience. I do believe that I will be there at
the Guana Reserve on December 6th to enjoy a great run
with great people and enjoy getting off the beaten path! See
y’all there!
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Questions to Doug Alred
Well, it has been quite a year, hasn’t it? Good thing it is

DA: Unfortunately, attendance at races is about 60

nearly over. Our local racing scene has been upended,

to 70% of normal. This is making it really difficult to

races cancelled, races postponed, races moved and

balance the budget for an event.

races going “virtual.” Our club has some historic races

BF: Now the big one: our gala event, the Gate River

on the horizon, and I am sure that we all have a lot

Run, will it go ahead as always or not? What changes

of questions about them. The Guana Trails event will

can we expect?

probably be behind us at the time this newsletter is

DA: Gate River Run is scheduled for March 20th, with an

released so we will begin with our next one, The Last

8,000 limit on the 15k, 2,000 in the 5k, no mile events,

Gasp.

and no post-race celebration. Expo will be scaled down

Bob Fernee: There are some big changes to this race

and attendance will be limited to 500 people every two-

and its post-race party/awards presentation, please tell

hour period. Participants will have to select a pick-up

us what these are.

time during registration.

Editor’s Note: Since asking Doug these questions a third

BF: So much is unstable these days, economics

change had to be made to The Last Gasp. It went from

included, so, is it harder nowadays to line up sponsors to

its home at Jacksonville University where it could not be

running events?

run due to Covid-19 concerns to the Blue Cypress city

DA: We are only trying to keep our sponsors from last

park and now to the New World Sports Complex.
It is a great venue for a genuine cross-country race and,

year.

as always, it is a race not to be missed. The 5k will take

DA: No new sponsor recruitment at this time.

place on Sunday, December 27 at 2 P.M., the usual time.
For the 32nd year in a row, Herb Taskett will be the race
director. There will also be a free kids’ (13 and under)
one-mile fun run.
Bob Fernee: The next race on the schedule is our
Winter Beach Run 10-mile and 5-miler, do we have any
news on this event yet?
Doug Alred: The Go Green Winter Beach Run is
scheduled for January 30th at Jacksonville Beach. We

BF: This might be hard to gauge, but what seems to
be the reaction to the “virtual races” and the small,
staggered “wave” starts?
DA: I think runners like it as much as is possible. The
wave starts do not have quite the excitement of a mass
start, but it makes the runners feel safe.
BF: One more thing, what is going on with our annual
track meet series, will it proceed in its usual fine fashion?

will be following a similar format to last year for going

Editor’s Note: You can find a full explanation concerning

green. We will also have social distancing guidelines in

our annual track meet series in a story by Doug Tillett

place for the 5 mile race.

inside this issue.

BF: How difficult is it these days to get city officials,
Jacksonville and Jax Beach, to allow races and people
congregating?
DA: Not that difficult as long as you have social
distancing guidelines in place.
BF: Do you see any salvation, or does it all depend on
a Covid-19 vaccination? I know I am asking you to be a
soothsayer, but when will racing get back to normal?

Upcoming Events
GATE RIVER RUN 2021
Saturday, March 20
15k and 5k Both With Limited Entries
Enter Now or You Might Miss Out
Gate.riverrun.com
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Nutrition for the Long Run
Looking at the calendar and it would appear that

the wick. During longer bouts of activity, carbohydrate

running season has officially hit full stride. However,

helps keep the candle burning and helps you train at

in 2020 nothing is as it seems. While the opportunities

a higher intensity. This is the reason small amounts of

for competition have diminished, there certainly is a

carbohydrate food, like gels or dates, can help you keep

renewed importance to use running to boost our internal

a good running pace.

resilience. As you reassess your sneakers and running
gear, it is also time to review some nutrition tips to help
keep your performance where it needs to be. We all
enjoy the sense of accomplishment that comes from
finishing a long run. I know for me, I just try to keep
matching my personal best of not collapsing. However,
a careful review of the body’s metabolism will help you
understand your best nutritional approach.

Nutrition is a vital contributor to our immune function as
well. Therefore, as our training calendar expands be sure
to keep an eye on your weight to ensure you are getting
adequate calories. While many of us have been tethered
to our refrigerators and couches while working remotely
(or remotely working), underfeeding during training can
increase our risk for infectious disease. In addition,
although a dietary supplement is not going to prevent

First of all, the body is always burning calories to help

the spread of illness, talk to your doctor or dietitian

our vital organs function and to maintain our body

about additional vitamin D during this time of the year.

temperature. Approximately 70% of the calories we burn

Several studies have shown that COVID-19 patients who

each day are accounted for by this basal metabolism.

are deficient in vitamin D are more likely to experience

Secondly, when we eat we also burn a small amount

serious illness and severe complications. Correlation

of calories through the digestion and absorption of

does not mean cause, but it’s worth a conversation with

the nutrients we consume. Lastly, when muscles are

your health care team.

activated they are using stored energy to generate
power. This activity typically accounts for 30% of our
daily calorie burn, but it can be much higher if you are
logging several miles each week.

Lastly, it is best to use fueling options conservatively.
Do not try to furiously eat your way to the finish line only
to find yourself in a port-a-potty instead. Just because
carbohydrate can keep the energy flame burning, do

The greater the intensity of the activity, the larger the

not get carried away. The maximum amount of glucose

calorie burn. For example, a 155 pound person who runs

that can be absorbed during exercise is about 60 grams

a 7-minute mile pace, will burn close to 1000 calories

per hour. Experiment during your longer training runs to

in an hour, but at an 8-minute mile pace that same

find out the smallest amount of fuel you can use while

person burns about 875 calories per hour. Carbohydrate

still maintaining a favorable race pace. Practice makes

availability can be a limiting factor for runners. Although

perfect in the world of eating too.

we typically have 70,000 calories or more stored as fat
in our bodies, we only have about 1,800 calories stored
as carbohydrate, in the form of glycogen. Once this is
depleted, we lose the ability to generate energy from
fat at a pace adequate enough to fuel exercise. During
exercise, the body burns fat in a carbohydrate flame.
If you can imagine your body as a gigantic candle, the
amount of calories you have stored as fat would be
represented by the wax, and the amount of calories
available as carbohydrate would be represented by
the wick. It is not possible to burn that candle without
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Keeping Your Mojo
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

Directions:

High Octane Energy Balls		

Stir your oatmeal, flaxseed, and coffee granules together
in a medium bowl until thoroughly mixed, then add your

As the weather gets colder, real food options like energy

peanut butter, honey, and vanilla. Once combined, fold

balls may hold up better and not crack your teeth, like a
nearly frozen energy bar. These are caffeinated too, for a
little more pep in your step.
Ingredients:

1 cup dry whole grain oatmeal

in your chocolate chips and cranberries. Stir well! Let
chill in the refrigerator for 20 minutes. Once chilled, roll
into balls of whatever size you would like – should make
approximately 10-12 balls. Store in an airtight container
and keep in the fridge for up to 1 week.

1/2 cup ground flaxseed
1 tbsp finely ground coffee (be sure to use
finely ground coffee, for a better texture)
1/2 cup creamy peanut butter
1/4 cup of honey
1 tsp vanilla
1/4 cup chocolate chips
1/4 cup dried cranberries

Recently members of the JTC Board along with Mayor Charlie Latham, Jax Beach
City Council members and staff gathered for the dedication of the JTC-funded water
fountain at Oceanside Park. JTCRunning donated $11,000 for this project including
another fountain at Seawalk Pavilion.
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A Deeper Dive into Large Volumes of Easy Exercise
Jeff T. Wight, PhD

Ultimately, that is what I think you should do for your

Associate Professor of Kinesiology, JU
Director, JU Running Laboratory at 1st Place Sports
www.1stplacesports.com/runninglab/
Member, First Place Sports Racing Team

health. It also happens to work great for your running. So
I urge you to do it for the next two months. Next article,
I will focus attention on addressing body composition.
Once you establish 1 hour of exercise, 6 days a week,
we can focus attention on optimizing your muscles and
body composition. The primary topics of interest will be
weight training and weight loss. Muscles respond quite

In my past two articles, I focused on simple/general

dramatically to weight training so there are important

advice for staying healthy during COVID times. Last time,

topics to discuss. Also, the size, shape, and tightness of

I provided the following simple challenge/guidelines:

your body has major effects on your race times. So it is

1) Exercise 1 hour per day, 6 days per week. Feel free

important to develop a deeper understanding.

to break each day into 2 sessions. Bike 45 early, walk
15 after dinner, whatever. Run 5, walk 55, whatever. Life
weights for 30 then bike 30, whatever. Come up with a
plan that sounds good to you. Get it done at least 6 days
a week. Make it a personal policy.
2) Exercise with others. Complete at least half your
exercise with others. That makes it way easier/healthier,
and great for all involved. Always remember that being
social is natural and important for our health.
3) Simple eating goals. In the next 6 weeks, try to cut
down a bit on processed food. Also, every day, eat some
raw fruit at either breakfast or lunch. Every day, at dinner,
make a raw veggie plate for appetizer, or make a side
salad.
4) Exercise early if you can. This is not for everyone.
But it is great for most. Exercise gets you in a good
mood. So you tend to have a better day and are a nicer
person to be around.
We are all plenty tough enough to do this. Simply commit
to a few simple goals like this and you will thrive.
JTC Running member/writer Douglas Tillett gave this
approach a go and last month he reflected on his experiences! I thoroughly enjoyed his reflection. An interesting/
complex/important topic Doug raised in his article was
weight loss. In upcoming articles I will focus attention on
“advanced” topics like this. In this article, I will focus on
helping you develop a deeper understanding of why I
recommend 1 hour of exercise, 6 days a week.
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However, before we get there, it is important to establish
two months of fitness! So let’s make sure we have that
down.
Again, my “starting point” in the guidelines is for you to
complete 1-hour of exercise per day, 6 days a week. It
can be “feel-good” exercise like brisk walking, moderate
bike rides, slow running, easy laps in the pool, etc. Or,
you can work hard, if you prefer. But if you work hard,
then you need to be smart, and safely manage your
higher intensity exercise (gradually increase your volume
of higher intensity exercise). Also, I always stress that
you can feel free to break up your 60 minutes into two
workouts. Similarly, feel free to complete 90 minutes one
day and 30 minutes the next. So, that is my simple advice
for everyone. And no, you can’t count activities like walking from the parking lot to your work building (5 minutes)
or gardening. It should be at least 15 minutes of continuous exercise where your heart is beating and your blood
is pumping.
Now I will share the three main reasons I strongly
recommend 6 hours a week for the masses:
1) Circulatory system health. Completing 6 hours of
exercise per week (of “feel-good pace cardio exercise”)
will make you healthy. Large volumes of aerobic
exercise will force your body to pump thousands of
gallons of blood throughout your body. This lifestyle will
cause your body to develop a vast and impressive
circulatory system.
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A Deeper Dive into Large Volumes of Easy Exercise
It really is incredible. I think we are all aware of the

3) Base fitness. Elite endurance athletes do LOTS of

dramatic changes in “heart performance”. For example,

“easy miles” or “easy recovery workouts” or “long and

I run for an hour every day—my heartrate is in the 40s as

slow miles”. You should too. Most people do not realize

I sit here and write. I think we are all aware of those heart

how beneficial easy exercise is. Again, the point is that a

“adaptations”. But do you know how much your

large volume of easy exercise will deliver the

capillaries can change? The number capillaries in the

physiological “adaptations” we runners are after: strong

muscles can double! When our circulatory systems

heart, lots of capillaries, lots of mitochondria, increased

become this fit, there is little concern for blood pressure

energy storage in muscles, etc. Lots of easy exercise

issues, strokes, heart attacks, etc. And that is the first

provides the “motor” we need to race well. Once you

priority; complete this exercise, as a bare minimum, to

develop the motor, then you need to incorporate some

“keep your tubes clean”, avoid chronic disease, reduce

harder and faster running to develop “racing legs.” Most

the risk of cancer, etc.

runners begin incorporating advanced workouts too early
(before fully developing their motor with lots of easy

2) Protection from our sub-par eating habits.

running). The problem in that scenario is that the runner

Unfortunately, it has become really easy to eat too much.

focuses on “fine-tuning” their racing legs too early—

To me, the reason why is obvious: many of the foods

before the body’s construction crew was finished build-

in stores and restaurants are extremely difficult to stop

ing all the capillaries, mitochondria, energy storage

eating (once you start). Let me clarify this point with a

tanks in the muscles, etc. Therefore, my general advice

thought experiment I regularly share with my students…

is to first train up your motor, for a couple months, with

Answer this simple question: have you ever accidently

large volumes of easy exercise. Then, you can gradually

eaten 10 apples in a row? The answer is, of course, no!

incorporate some harder training, over a couple months,

It’s laughable, to think about eating 10 apples in a sitting.

to develop your racing legs. To be clear, my general

Or imagine eating 10 carrots, or 10 boiled eggs—we just

recommendation would be to complete two months of

wouldn’t do that. However, we have all eaten way too

“exercise 1 hour a day, 6 days a week” to build a strong

many cookies, way too many crackers, way too many

fitness base. Then, once great fitness has been built, you

chips, 2 extra pieces of pizza, etc. Managing our eating

can focus more on developing “racing legs” by gradually

is really easy if/when we eat natural foods that are

establishing and fine-tuning traditional running workouts

“biologically familiar”, filling, full of nutrients, etc.

(long runs, tempo runs, track workouts, etc.). Not

Managing our eating can be very difficult when we eat

surprisingly, I have seen a lot of runners improve

“industrialized foods” that are “hyper-stimulating”,

dramatically during COVID times, simply because they

non-filling, low in nutrients, etc. “Hyper-stimulating” foods

began running more, not because they were working

are everywhere. Consequently, we tend to eat too much
of these foods, and load up our bodies with excess sugar,
salt, and fat. The one hour of exercise each day will help
you combat this—it will help “burn off the excess” that
you put into your body. The other great strategy is, of
course, to eat primarily “natural foods” that are easy to
manage.
That is why I recommend goal #3 above (establish daily
raw fruit, veggie plate/salad).

harder. Again, large volumes of easy/moderate miles will
make you fit and provide the majority of your success as
a runner. The 1-hour of easy/moderate exercise will
provide the health you need to feel good and avoid
disease. The advanced training will then fine-tune your
“leg strength”, stride length, turnover, etc. and take you to
“the next level.”
The advanced training is not needed for health, it is only
needed for those who enjoy intense training and seek
PRs.
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A Deeper Dive into Large Volumes of Easy Exercise
chatting with our friends. At the harder pace, we are
I’d like to reiterate a couple final points. My main point
here is that I urge everyone to complete 1 hour of
exercise six days a week, for their health. In general, I
think it is better to commit to this than to specific running
goals. As we all know, our running goes through ups and
downs. I see runners “fall off ship” all the time. And that
makes sense because running is tough! But during those
“tough times”, when you don’t feel like running, do something else, like speed walking or biking, to achieve your 1
hour of exercise. Or, when you feel a little “spot” that you
are concerned about, don’t take the day off! Do some bik-

pushing our limits and have “race demons” trying to
convince us to stop. So don’t feel guilty about easy
training. Instead, embrace it, because it works, and enjoy
it, because it feels good. Stay committed to it. Also, do
not quit exercising when your running struggles. Find
another form of exercise for that day, week, or month.
Doing so will maintain your capillaries, mitochondria, and
energy tanks (when there is a lull in your running). Then,
when you amp up your running again, it will only take a
couple weeks to get your legs back; you won’t need to
build up your fitness again!

ing or walking instead. Your primary goal, each day, is to

Remember, you are an exerciser first, runner second.

pump large volumes of blood throughout your body for an

Stay committed to the 1 hour a day, 6 days a week. The

hour. And again, realize that easy/moderate exercise re-

beauty is that approach will make you a fitter, better

quires a ton of blood flow. Realize that when we run at an

runner. And it will eliminate/reduce the struggles of

easy/feel good pace our heart rate will be approximately

running that we all face.

120 beats per minute. When we run at an
“uncomfortable” training pace (that requires mental
toughness) our heart rate will be approximately 150-160

Take care everyone! Stay safe and help your loved ones
to remain healthy and safe.

beats per minute. The difference is really not that great!
However, at the easy pace, we feel great and enjoy
The Starting Line / Written by Richard Fannin

New World Sports Complex – A Runner’s Paradise
In the fall of 2016, I accepted a job coaching high school

But one day we snuck around the fence and onto the

cross-country at Bishop Snyder High School, “way

New World Golf Course, formerly known as Cecil Field

out” on Jacksonville’s west side (on the intersection of

Golf Course. Never one to be afraid to chat someone

Chaffee Road and 103rd Street).

up, I poked my head in the golf shop and ran into Carlos
Hart, one of the co-proprietors of the property. Much to

As someone who grew up on the Southside of

my surprise, Carlos seemed interested and willing to

Jacksonville, the neighborhood and surrounding area

discuss us running some high school races on the

was very unfamiliar to me. But seeking safe and scenic

course. He soon introduced me to Robbie Newcomer,

places for my athletes to run, I soon discovered many

who would become my main contact at the property.

hidden training gems. Prior coach Terry Smith, and my
assistant coach for four years, Steve O’Brien, showed

Robbie and I started small; but have formed an alliance

me some great running paths at Sal Taylor Preserve, off

the last four years that has yielded, in my biased opin-

Nathan Hale Rd., and many miles of soft trails behind the

ion, the most beautiful and one of the most popular high

Jacksonville Equestrian Center, off Normandy Blvd.

school cross-country courses in Florida. Robbie is part
“proud father” and part P.T. Barnum when discussing and
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New World Sports Complex – A Runner’s Paradise
showing off his property. It was this level of energy and

Having renewed a long-term, multi-year lease, Robbie

enthusiasm that landed New World Sports the United

and New World Sports are committed to the long-term.

States Disc Golf National Championships in 2018 and

We plan to approach the City of Jacksonville and other

2019. I was somewhat surprised – but not really – to see

influential organizations in town to help make this dream

trucks and TV coverage from ESPN2 as I pulled into the

become a reality. With the continued urban sprawl

parking lot to watch the action last fall.

moving west in Jacksonville, and more trees being
slashed, the former Cecil property is one that should be

Capitalizing On The Opportunity: Realizing that finding a

preserved for health and fitness.

golf course proprietor that is not only willing, but EAGER
to host running events is a bit like finding a needle in a

Tallahassee planned a similar venture about ten years

haystack and I soon figured I better capitalize on the op-

ago, and its Apalachee Park has been a great success.

portunity. In August 2017, we put together the Cecil Field

The park now hosts the Florida High School Cross-Coun-

Pre-Season Classic an unofficial high school cross-coun-

try Meet every year, the NCAA Cross-Country Champion-

try kick-off jamboree. We added an open race for adults,

ships, and even the United States National Champion-

and a middle school race for kids. We added the District

ships. In my opinion, the New World property is equal in

Championships later that fall.

beauty and with hundreds of acres of former naval base
property, parking is nearly unlimited. Jacksonville has a

In 2018, we continued to hold the District Champion-

far larger and better airport and many more hotel beds

ships, hosted the Gateway Conference Championship,

than Tallahassee. There is no reason the city cannot

as well as the Regional Championships. We added a new

get behind and support Robbie and New World in their

5k course on the Back 9 to supplement the “old” course

support of a year-round running park. Come out to JTC

on the Front 9. We also added a big invitational, The New

Running’s, The Last Gasp on Sunday, December 27 and

World Fall Spectacular, to highlight the new course.

check it out!

The End Game: With a mature beautiful golf course and

Editor’s note: The place is magnificent, and you really

hundreds of acres of soft forest – and even sand dunes!

should be there on the 27th to see for yourself. Forty

– I have come to realize the property is a runner’s Mecca.

years ago, this was the sort of venue that we could but

Robbie’s aim, as is mine, is to close the Back 9 of the golf

dream of and now, here it is. To survive, it will need the

course and make it a permanent 5k genuine cross-coun-

involvement of our club and its members. This is

try course, available for training and racing all year round.

something for everyone, and everyone should get

The Back 9 opens directly to the dunes and hundreds of

behind it.

acres of soft trails, and would make an ideal site for trail
races, adventure races, mud runs, you name it!

Merry Christmas & Happy New Year
to all our Members!
Keep Running, This too Shall Pass
2021, The Return to Normality
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Weekly Training Runs
Sunday 6:30 am, Mandarin: Various locations and
distance. See Facebook page at www.facebook.com/pg/
JaxSundayRun/posts/ NO Facebook account necessary

Wednesday 5:30 am, Bolles School: Track Interval
Training, (JTC Running Members)
Contact: Paul Smith; smithfccj@hotmail.com, 982-3730

Sunday 6:30 am, Atlantic Beach: Atlantic Bl.
& 1st Street. 5-10 miles.
Contact: Linda White; (C) 662-4928
whitelindab@bellsouth.net

Wednesday 5:30 pm, Bolles School: Track Interval
Training (JTC Running Members)
Contact: Paul Smith; smithfccj@hotmail.com, 982-3730

Sunday 8:00 am, Jax Trails Group Run:
visit Jax Group Trail Running on Facebook
Tuesday 5:45 am, San Marco: Southside Methodist
Church 5-6 miles. 7-8:30 pace.
Contact: Kelli Howard; 904-333-9208 text or cell
Tuesday 6:30 pm, Baymeadows: Wicked Barley on
Baymeadows. Close to 1st Place Sports, 3.5 and 5 mile
routes. Enjoy great food and beer afterwards.
(The Wicked Road Warriors).
Contact: Steve Sassa; (904) 860-0053

Thursday 6:30 pm, Springfield: Hyperion Brewery,
3-4 miles. Good beer at Hyperion after each run.
Historic neighborhood. Worth the trip!
Contact: Bill Dunn; wmdunn222@gmail.com
Friday 5:40 am, Mandarin: Beauclerc, Forest Circle,
7.5 miles.
Contact: Paul Smith; smithfccj@hotmail.com,
982-3730

Disclaimer on Weekly Workout Sessions:

The Wednesday morning and afternoon sessions at the Bolles School
are sanctioned by JTC Running and open only to registered members.
Information on all other sessions is provided as a courtesy only.
JTC Running does not sanction, manage, or insure these workouts.

